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Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) is considering approving a Remedial Action Plan (RAP) for the
Gardena Sumps (Site). The Site is approximately 6.48 acres of mixed-use development and primarily consists of two
properties, the Cooper property and the Haack property. The Cooper property is comprised of two large sumps (referred
to as the “Cooper North” and “Cooper South” sumps). The Haack property contains one modified sump (referred to as
the “Haack sump”) and the “Haack Rework Area,” which is a reworked and mixed sludge-soil area south of the Haack
sump. The Haack Rework Area encroaches onto the extreme northern portions of the two easternmost residential lots.
The proposed RAP proposes excavating the Haack Rework Area and a portion of sludge overflow along the eastern
perimeter of the Cooper Sumps and consolidating the materials above the Cooper North and South Sumps. A cap
consisting of a stabilization layer, foundation layer, low-hydraulic conductivity layer, and erosion resistance layer would
be constructed above the sumps. A vapor control and monitoring system would be installed beneath the cap and around
the sumps, and existing groundwater monitoring occurring at the Site would continue.
Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The proposed project would not result in any potentially significant impacts. Mitigation measures would not be necessary
beyond those actions incorporated as part of the Proposed Project to ensure that potential impacts would remain at a
less-than-significant level.
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If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

No known project controversy.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
No known responsible or trustee agencies.

